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FREEDOM™ ELITE RANGE

ABOUT FREEDOM
Freedom Retractable Screens® are the industry 
leaders of retrofit retractable fly screens, offering 
the perfect fusion of style and cutting-edge 
technology for your home and beyond.

An Australian manufacturer dedicated to 
creating innovative screen solutions for 
french, bi-fold and sliding stacker doors and 
windows, as well as pillarless corners and large, 
difficult-to-screen openings.

Custom-made to fit all openings and available 
in a full range of colours and finishes.

We invite you to visit our website to view our 
full product range.

Freedom Retractable Screens® – innovative 
screens for modern Australian living!
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FREEDOM™ ELITE PULL-DOWN

The Freedom™ Elite Pull-Down offers 
perfect screen solutions for windows 
and smaller doorways and is ideal for 
servery windows.

  Simply tilt to release the brake and slide the screen up to 
allow items through then lower to keep the bugs outs.

  Seamless seal locking without the use of magnets 
or latches.
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FREEDOM™ ELITE RANGE

FREEDOM™ ELITE 
Freedom™ Elite screen offers a unique 
solution for french, bi-fold and sliding 
stacker doors as well as servery, double-
hung and casement windows and small 
openings. The Freedom™ Elite spans 2 
metres in a single screen and 4 metres in a 
double screen.

FREEDOM™ ELITE PULL DOWN
The perfect screen solution for windows 
and smaller doorways, especially servery 
windows.

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY
  Features the easy-to-use tilt action patented 

Freedom™ Brake System allowing you to stop the 
screen at any position along the track

  Available in a pull across or pull-down system

  The screen retracts neatly into its housing until 
you are ready to use it.

ENGINEERED TO LAST 
 Engineered to last the harsh Australian climate

  Backed by a limited five-year warranty with a 
nationwide distribution network with parts and 
service backup

  Made with quality Australian aluminium and 
premium UV resistant fibreglass mesh; Pet-Lite 
mesh is a durable pet-friendly option.

ECO-FRIENDLY
  Reduce your air-conditioning consumption and 

the associated electricity costs     

  Great for the environment as it eliminates 
the need for insect repellents.

DISCREET
  The sleek retrofit housing is available in a 

range of colours and finishes to match your 
existing opening even timber finishes

  Compact and discreet 50mm x 50mm 
housing and a 37mm track.

CUSTOM
  Custom made sizes to fit your exact 

requirements*

  Variety of UV resistant mesh options — 
Patio, Pet-Lite and Sand fly

  Available in the popular Dulux® powder 
coat range.

  Easy-to-use tilt action patented Freedom™ Brake 
System.

  Freedom™ Elite is the perfect solution for smaller 
openings.       

   Compact and discreet housing.


